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web design Manchester based companies are growing in popularity these days. Such increasing
popularity has not taken place within a day. Rather, over the years, hard work, dedication, and the
correct output have resulted in such overwhelming response from clients. However, the question
that often comes in mind: What is the difference between website design and development?

While development deals with the core programming part through writing codes, designing is
something different. Design part deals with the overall structure and style of a website. How the
website will look like? How will the interface be designed? Arranging and managing the content in
an effective manner and so on. The web designer deals with all these questions.

Web design in Manchester based agencies is quite a different when compared to website
development. While some may say that the designing part definitely falls under development
process, there are those who deny this fact. They are of the opinion that web design is purely a
separate stream and does not hold any connection or very little connection to the development
process. This may not be a 100% correct opinion, but still a lot of people do believes in it.

Designing of a website falls under the entire development phase. However, there is another part of
the development. That deals with coding and programming. Professional web development is not a
small task. Rather, it features a lot of subparts and minute concepts to deal with. Designing is the
initial phase of website development. Without designing phase, any sort of coding will not
commence. Hence, designing phase is vital in website development.

Finding a good quality Web design in Manchester is necessary, once you think of developing a
website. A good quality and experienced web designer will never offer for a complicated designing
structure. The professional will try to make the designing as simple and unique without offering for
any negative impacts.
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For more information on a web design Manchester, check out the info available online; these will
help you learn to find the a web design Manchester!
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